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1. Introduction 

The British government reviewed the economics of and its policy towards nuclear power in 
1990, when the electricity industry was being privatised, and again in 1995, prior to the 
privatisation of much of the nuclear industry. In both cases, the economics of new nuclear 
power plants were found to be very poor and the strategic case for placing new nuclear 
orders was found to be weak. A new review is currently in progress in response to concerns 
about over-dependence on natural gas and about the difficulty of meeting emissions targets 
for greenhouse gases. This review was seen by some as an opportunity to argue the case for 
new nuclear power orders to replace the oldest nuclear plants in Britain. It seems certain 
that the new review will show that the economics of new nuclear power plants remain very 
poor. A leaked draft from the government body carrying out the review suggests that again, 
no strong strategic case will be found for new nuclear orders. It argues that a combination 
of new renewable generation plants and energy efficiency measures are a much more cost-
effective way to meet the strategic and environmental objectives identified. 

This rejection follows a decade in which the economic performance of Britain’s existing 
nuclear power plants has improved dramatically. However, despite these improvements, the 
Sizewell B PWR, ordered in 1987 and completed in 1995 at a cost to consumers of about 
€5bn, had to be essentially given away in 1996 when it was privatised. The privatised 
nuclear generation company, British Energy, cannot now even cover its operating costs 
(much less earn a rate of return on investment) from the sale of electricity into the British 
wholesale market. Electricity consumers or taxpayers, who have already paid billions of 
pounds for assets with little or no value, who are liable for large additional sums of money 
to pay for decommissioning the plants and disposing of the waste, may be asked to 
subsidise the operation of the plants to keep them in service. 

Outside the UK, there is a continuous stream of publicity from the nuclear industry about 
the improved prospects for new nuclear orders and about new reactor designs that will 
solve problems of inadequate safety and poor economics. However, the reality is that the 
only orders for new nuclear power plants being placed are in the Pacific Rim countries, 
mainly China, Korea and Taiwan, where electric utilities are still protected from the 
consequences of poor investment decisions by monopoly privileges. Even in these markets, 
ordering rates are much slower than projected. The new designs are still little more than 
paper concepts requiring major development work if they are to be brought to the market. 

Three questions arise from this experience: 
• Why have nuclear economics become so bad? 
• What specifically went wrong in Britain? And 
• What nuclear designs are available and how proven are they? 
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2 The economics of nuclear power in a liberalised market 

2.1 The cost structure in theory 
Nuclear power plants are normally expected to be expensive to build but cheap to run: high 
fixed costs, but low variable costs. They are best suited to base-load operation under which 
the high fixed costs can be spread over as large a number of units of output as possible. The 
fixed costs are determined primarily by the cost of building the plant and the rate of return 
on capital required. Once the plant is complete, the charges associated with repaying these 
high construction costs must be met whether or not the plant operates. The variable cost of 
operation is made up of two main elements, the actual marginal cost, that is the additional 
cost (mainly fuel) incurred in producing an extra kWh of electricity, and the more fixed 
variable costs, mainly staff costs and maintenance. The key to economically attractive 
nuclear power plants is therefore low construction costs and high reliability so that the fixed 
costs are low and can be spread over a large number of kWh of output. 

2.2 The cost structure in practice 
Construction costs have escalated dramatically in real terms in the past three decades and 
on individual projects, almost always turn out to be higher than forecast. This escalation has 
been an important factor in the decline worldwide in interest in building new nuclear plants. 
In many countries, reliability has also been disappointing with the result that the fixed costs 
have been spread over much fewer units of output than expected. Amongst the variable 
costs, fuel costs remain low, but the non-fuel cost of operation and maintenance (O&M) is 
much higher than was expected. By around 1990, when the extent of these costs became 
apparent in Britain and the USA, the future of many nuclear power plants was put in 
question. The operating cost of many nuclear power plants was often so high it would have 
been cheaper to close the plant and build a new fossil-fired station. 

In the USA, this led to the early retirement of a number of nuclear power plants. By 1998, 
after a massive effort by the nuclear industry, the average operating cost for US nuclear 
power plants had fallen in real terms by about 20 per cent, sufficient to reduce the risk of 
early closure of existing plants, but overall costs were far too high for new nuclear orders to 
be considered. In the UK, a consumer subsidy had to be introduced in 1990 because the 
nuclear power plants could only recover about half of their costs from sales of power to the 
new electricity market. As in the USA, a massive effort to reduce operating costs had 
removed the need for a consumer subsidy by 1996, but by 1998, a reduction in the 
wholesale electricity price meant that, again, even the more modern nuclear plants were not 
recovering their operating costs. 

2.3 The impact of competition 
The introduction of competition to power generation has had two important impacts on 
nuclear economics. The first is that because consumers are no longer captive to a franchise 
supplier, it cannot be assumed that all costs incurred in building and operating power plants 
can be passed on to consumers. Uneconomic power plants will not be used or will earn less 
money than is needed to meet fixed costs. These additional costs will tend to fall on 
shareholders as lost profits rather than on electricity consumers, as would have been the 
case in a monopoly market. In short, building new power plant of any type is a big risk to 
shareholders in a liberalised electricity market. 
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To reflect this additional risk, the required rate of return on capital is much higher and the 
period over which the construction costs are recovered is much shorter in a competitive 
market. In the UK, prior to privatisation, power plants of all types were required to make a 
5 per cent real rate of return on capital and the construction costs were typically recovered 
over 30-40 years - the accounting life. Now, investments are typically required to make a 
15 per cent real rate of return and the costs are recovered over 15 years. This shorter 
accounting life is based on how long it can reasonably be assumed that operating the plant 
will be profitable, not on the engineering life of the components. Repaying the capital cost 
was the major element in nuclear power generation costs even at a 5 per cent real rate of 
return and recovering the costs over 30 years. It is therefore clear that trebling the real rate 
of return required and halving the accounting life will have a devastating effect on nuclear 
economics.  

To put these changes in perspective, if a nuclear power plant could be built for about 
€1500/kW of capacity, a highly optimistic assumption, using a simple model, each MWh 
would cost nearly €5 just to repay the capital and provide the required rate of return without 
paying any operating costs. This is about 50 per cent more than the current wholesale 
electricity price in Britain. On these grounds alone, new nuclear power plants are 
implausible in a competitive electricity system unless they are backed by government 
guarantees and consumer/taxpayer subsidies. 

The second factor is that existing nuclear power plants often cannot make the rate of return 
expected of them when they were built because competition forces down the wholesale 
price of electricity. Assets that cannot achieve their expected rate of return are characterised 
as ‘stranded’. Owners of ‘stranded’ plants argue that the plants were built in good faith to 
meet demand and were approved by regulators. The owners are therefore entitled to the 
income expected when the plant was built and if the market will not provide it, it should be 
raised as a surcharge on consumers. Owners of nuclear plants in the USA, Spain and the 
Netherlands, often the same people that earlier had argued strongly in favour of nuclear 
power, have claimed ‘stranded costs’ and consumers are facing surcharges on their 
electricity bills to reflect the loss of profit their owners suffered. Consumers, who paid for 
these poor investments are now surcharged so that their owners do not lose any of the 
profits they expected to make. 

3. British experience of completion of a nuclear power plant after privatisation 

3.1 The failure to privatise nuclear 
In 1987, the British government approved the construction of Sizewell B. This is a 
1258MW Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) supplied by Westinghouse. Its capital cost (in 
1993 prices) was then forecast to be about €4bn. This cost was already 11 per cent higher in 
real terms than the CEGB had forecast at the earlier public planning inquiry into whether it 
should be built. 

Government approval for Sizewell B’s construction came shortly after the announcement in 
1987 that the British electricity industry would be privatised. The Conservative government 
saw no conflict between its 1987 election manifesto promises to privatise the electricity 
industry and to promote further nuclear power orders.1 As the plans for privatisation were 

                                                 
1 Conservative Party Manifesto (1987) ‘The next moves forward’, Conservative Party, London. 
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developed, the extent of the compromises to the desired structure and to competition in 
generation that would be necessary to accommodate nuclear power in the private sector 
became clear. A large generation company (National Power) was created so that the 
economic risks of nuclear power could be absorbed; a non-fossil fuel obligation (NFFO) 
was proposed that ensured all the nuclear output would be sold; and provision for a 
consumer subsidy (later known as the Fossil Fuel Levy or FFL) was made. 

However, even these measures were not enough to allow the privatisation of the nuclear 
plants. In July 1989, the oldest nuclear plants, the Magnoxes, were withdrawn from the 
sale. These plants were already at or beyond their design life and no identifiable provisions 
to pay for their decommissioning existed. In November 1989, all the other nuclear plants 
were withdrawn from the sale. There were essentially two main problems that caused the 
withdrawal of the remaining plants. Britain’s newer operating nuclear power plants, seven 
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs)2 each of about 1200MW were then relatively new 
but had proved so unreliable (availability of about 40 per cent) that their operating costs 
were about 50 per cent above market levels. 

The second problem was Sizewell B and the three follow-on stations then planned. The 
estimated cost of completion for Sizewell B had risen to €4500m, a real increase of 12 per 
cent in just two years. About half the estimated construction cost had by then been spent. 
However, with much of the construction work still to be done and uncertainty about 
whether the station would prove reliable, National Power management believed that 
completion of Sizewell B would be a major risk to their new shareholders. National Power 
therefore argued strongly against the nuclear plants being passed on to it. 

The chairman-designate of National Power, Lord Marshall then estimated the cost of power 
from a PWR to be €10/MWh, nearly three times the figure the CEGB had presented to a 
public inquiry only two years before.3 There had been some adjustment to the expected 
costs and performance but the main factor was an increase in the expected real rate of 
return from 5 to 8 per cent. The prospect that the government would expect it to build three 
follow-on nuclear stations opened up additional economic risk to potential shareholders of 
National Power. National Power management argued that the company would be 
unsaleable without comprehensive government guarantees on construction cost and 
performance that limited the exposure of shareholders. The government decided that the 
guarantees were too extensive and open-ended and withdrew the nuclear plants from 
National Power only five months before the new system went live. 

3.2 The record of Nuclear Electric 
The government created a new state-owned company, Nuclear Electric, for the nuclear 
plants in England and Wales (the Scottish plants were put into another state-owned 
company Scottish Nuclear). The NFFO and the FFL were retained and government set the 
FFL at 10 per cent: 10 per cent of all consumers’ bills in England and Wales was to be 
given to Nuclear Electric. This sum represented 50 per cent of Nuclear Electric’s income in 
1990. Construction of Sizewell B was allowed to proceed, but a moratorium on further 

                                                 
2 Two of the AGRs are in Scotland and were expected to be owned by a privatised Scottish company Scottish 
Power 
3 Lord Marshall (1989) ‘The future for nuclear power’ British Nuclear Energy Society Annual Lecture, Royal 
Lancaster Hotel, London, 30 November 1989. 
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stations was imposed pending a review of nuclear power to be undertaken in 1994 to 
determine future government nuclear policy. 

Nuclear Electric re-estimated the completion cost of Sizewell B, in June 1990. By this time 
the total cost had risen to €5.5bn in 1993 prices or about €6.4bn in 2000 prices. This was 40 
per cent higher in real terms than the cost forecast at the public inquiry and over a third 
higher than the cost estimated when construction started three years earlier. There was no 
further significant price escalation after 1990, but the station entered commercial service in 
1995, about a year later than was forecast in 1990. 

There was considerable confusion about the use the nuclear subsidy would be put to. One 
government minister said it would pay for ‘the decommissioning of old and unsafe 
stations’4. In fact, no restrictions were placed on what Nuclear Electric could do with this 
money. By the time the subsidy was phased out, about €12.5bn of consumers’ money had 
been paid to Nuclear Electric, about €4.5bn of which remained unspent. About €5.7bn had 
been spent funding liabilities while it must be assumed the other €2.3bn that had been spent 
paid for marginal expenditure, the major item of which was the construction of Sizewell B. 

3.3 The 1995 nuclear review5 
By the time Sizewell B was completed, the government review of nuclear power was 
underway. The record of the AGRs had improved dramatically with output doubling and 
the generation cost was now low enough that it was covered by income from power sales. 
Sizewell was complete and it seemed likely that it would work reliably. This meant that the 
risks from cost escalation and poor performance at Sizewell B were much reduced. Despite 
their age, all but one of the Magnox plants remained in service. 

As a result of this improved performance, it was proposed that the AGRs (five in England 
and two in Scotland) along with Sizewell B be privatised in a new company, British 
Energy. No case, economic or strategic, was found for further nuclear orders. The Magnox 
plants were still unsaleable and were put in a new publicly owned company Magnox 
Electric, subsequently absorbed into the British fuel cycle company, BNFL. In 1996, 
British Energy was privatised for €2.5bn in total. British Energy immediately abandoned 
any plans to build Hinkley Point C despite already having government permission and it 
withdrew an application Nuclear Electric had made to build a further nuclear power plant at 
Sizewell. 

In effect, a company that owned Sizewell B, recently completed at a cost of about €5bn, 
and seven other modern nuclear power plants of similar size was sold for just half the cost 
of building Sizewell. Much of the cost of building Sizewell B had come from the consumer 
subsidy that most consumers believed was earmarked to pay for decommissioning existing 
nuclear power plants. The improved performance of the AGRs meant that their generation 
cost was low enough to allow the FFL to be removed then. However, it has now become 
clear that decommissioning provisions are inadequate and much of the cost of 
decommissioning the Magnoxes will be met by future taxpayers when the plants are 
actually decommissioned. 

                                                 
4 M Heseltine, President of the Board of Trade, Hansard, 19 October, 1992. 
5 Department of Trade and Industry (1995) op cit. 
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In the first 2-3 years after privatisation, British Energy was very successful, as was 
reflected in its share price. This was because the wholesale price of electricity was much 
higher than appeared justified by the costs being incurred by the generation companies. 
This high wholesale price was above the marginal generation cost of the nuclear plants and 
British Energy was able to make substantial profits. However, in the last year or two, the 
Regulator has acted to break up the generation market and make it more competitive. The 
wholesale price of electricity has fallen by about 15 per cent to about the same level as the 
marginal generation cost for British Energy. British Energy is now making a loss and is 
looking around desperately for ways to reduce costs. 

3.4 The energy policy review of 2001 
By 2001, it was becoming clear that if the electricity market was left to its own devices, it 
would be difficult for the UK to meet its greenhouse gas emissions targets and that the 
electricity industry would become increasingly dependent on imported gas for its 
generation. As a result, a major review of UK energy policy was launched in June 2001. 
The apparent recognition that a free market in generation would not allow important 
strategic and environmental objectives to be met encouraged those with an interest in 
providing non-fossil fuel sources to put forward a case for public support. 

The two main British nuclear companies, British Energy and BNFL both based their case 
on the need to replace the old nuclear stations being retired with new ones so that the 
nuclear contribution would be maintained at about 25 per cent of UK electricity supply. 
British Energy, the private sector nuclear generation company, acknowledged new nuclear 
power plants would not be economic and identified the need for subsidies if new plants 
were to be built. They said that strong government guarantees covering the wide range of 
economic risks associated with new nuclear plants would also be required if the private 
sector was to build new nuclear plants. British Energy took the opportunity to plead for 
government guarantees (effectively subsidies) on the cost of dealing with spent fuel. It 
hoped that these subsidies would reduce its costs sufficiently to make it profitable again. 

The position of BNFL was more complex. This company is in transition both in terms of its 
geographical and technical scope, and also in ownership. Five years ago, it was a publicly 
owned British company involved in fuel cycle and waste disposal services primarily for the 
British market. Now after a series of acquisitions, it is an internationally based company 
operating in reactor supply and servicing, reactor operation (it now operates the Magnox 
plants), and clean-up of contaminated sites as well as its traditional areas of competence. It 
is being prepared for privatisation within the next 3-4 years, although the financial losses it 
makes will make this objective difficult to achieve unless the loss-making activities are 
separated and remain in public ownership. Reflecting its wide range of nuclear skills, its 
primary concern in the Review was to argue the case for the renewal of the nuclear 
capability. As is shown in the next section, it is now, along with Framatome, one of the two 
leading nuclear power plant vendors worldwide and would expect to supply any new 
nuclear power plants built in Britain.6 

                                                 
6 In fact, British Energy specified two potential designs, the AP1000 which would be supplied by BNFL and a 
new version of the Canadian Candu design. Whilst this might be seen as a deliberate insult to BNFL, 
reflecting the deep animosity between the two companies, British Energy has since signed development 
agreements with AECL to fund development work on the Candu. 
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The government body that carried out the review, the Cabinet Office, has yet to report but 
drafts of its report have been leaked. These show that the economic case for nuclear power 
is very weak. It also finds that the strategic objectives identified, to allow greenhouse gas 
emission targets to be met and to prevent overdependence on natural gas would be better 
met more cost-effectively by a combination of renewables and energy efficiency measures. 
The government will not formally close the door to new orders. However, a third rejection 
in a decade of the case for new nuclear orders, when the circumstances are, in many 
respects, very favourable – concern about gas supplies, difficulty in meeting environmental 
targets and good performance of existing nuclear plants – will make an early return to the 
issue highly unlikely. 

4. What nuclear designs are proven and who would supply them 
Twenty years ago, there were seven main Western nuclear power plant vendors operating in 
world markets, most of which were based in powerful multinational companies. These 
were: Westinghouse, GE, Combustion Engineering, Framatome, Siemens, Asea Atom and 
AECL (Canada). Each of these was offering designs that had been ordered commercially 
and in some cases were already in operation. The risk of ordering such a design was lower 
than with a novel design because they were proven in construction and operation. The 
much higher number of nuclear orders then being placed meant that scale economies in 
production could be expected to reduce capital costs. 

Today, there are only two major nuclear vendors. The nuclear capabilities of Westinghouse, 
Combustion Engineering and Asea Atom have all been taken over by BNFL, while the 
nuclear capabilities of Siemens have been taken over by Framatome. GE does not seem to 
be actively seeking new nuclear orders, while AECL has had little impact in developed 
country markets. In most Western countries, Russian designs would be politically 
unacceptable because of the stigma resulting from the Chernobyl disaster. However, good 
economic experience with the WWER-440 plants built at Loviisa mean that new Russian 
designs cannot be discounted for the Finnish market. 

Few of the designs now on offer have progressed much beyond ‘paper-based’ studies and 
any cost estimates must be regarded as highly speculative. A plant ordered for the Finnish 
market could well be the first of a kind or at least one of the first ordered. All experience 
suggests that cost estimates made at such an early stage in the design process will seriously 
underestimate the actual costs. In particular, the process of obtaining safety approval tends 
to lead to a significant increase in the scope of the design raising costs. The Finnish safety 
authorities will face a much more daunting task than when the Loviisa and Olkiluoto plants 
were licensed 30 years ago. With no more than a handful of new nuclear orders being 
placed each year, the industry can no longer rely on scale economies to reduce the unit cost. 
The plant will be unproven and the risk of poor reliability as problems with the design are 
resolved is higher than with a well-proven design. 

5. Conclusions 
The privatisation and splitting up of the nationally owned generation company revealed 
how uneconomic Britain’s nuclear power plants were. Prior to then company officials 
assured the public that not only were the existing plants competitive, but that new plants 
represented the cheapest way to add new capacity to the system. The process of 
privatisation revealed that the existing nuclear power plants could only cover about half 
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their operating cost alone from the sale of electricity. Power from new nuclear plants 
would, by the admission of those that had only previously argued for nuclear, cost about 
three times that of power from new gas-fired plants. The revelations on operating costs 
came about because privatisation forced the companies for the first time to accurately 
account for the nuclear cost. 

The economics of new nuclear plants were partly damaged by increases in forecasts of 
construction costs, but much more by changes in accounting assumptions. In particular, 
these included a dramatic increase in the discount rate and a reduction in the assumed 
economic life of the plant. These were not changes deliberately introduced to damage the 
economics of nuclear power, they reflected the reality of making huge investments in 
highly risky projects. 

UK policy on nuclear power was reviewed in 1995 and again in 2001 and in both cases, 
private industry stated it would only invest in new nuclear plants if it was given large 
subsidies and extensive government guarantees that largely removed any commercial risk 
from building the plants. As a result, in 1995, the government found no economic or 
strategic case for investment in new nuclear plants. The review started in 2001 is not yet 
complete, but it is clear that no economic case for new nuclear orders will be identified. 
Early indications suggest that the strategic case (on environmental and diversity grounds) 
will also be found to be weak.  

While the economic record of the Finnish nuclear industry is very much better than that of 
Britain, most of the factors that have made nuclear power in Britain so uneconomic also 
apply in Finland. The main cost of power from a nuclear power station is the fixed cost, 
largely determined by the construction cost. Nuclear power plants are bought on an 
international market and there is no reason to think that costs in Finland would be 
dramatically lower than in Britain. Similarly, great efforts have been made to reduce 
operating costs in Britain and it would be wrong to assume operating the cost of a new 
nuclear plant in Finland would be dramatically lower than in Britain. Given that Finland is 
part of the NordPool electricity trading system, investment in new generating plant in 
Finland should be no less risky than in Britain. 

In addition, there have been few nuclear orders worldwide in the last decade and the 
designs on offer are either now rather dated or are still at an early stage of development. 
Assuming Finland would require any new nuclear plant to meet state of the art safety 
standards, this suggests that considerable additional expenses will be incurred bringing an 
old design up to standard or carrying out the development work on a new design. 

The risk for the Finnish public is that once construction of a nuclear power plant has 
started, if things go wrong, rather than close the plant or require the owners to bear the 
losses, it will be the public that has to pay the extra costs. 
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Table   Nuclear Designs Currently on Offer 
 
Vendor   Type Model  Regulatory Orders Comments 
      Approval 

BNFL-Westinghouse PWR AP600  Yes (USA) No Passive safety design. Acknowledged to be uneconomic 

BNFL-Westinghouse PWR AP1000  No  No Development of AP600 with better economics. Not fully designed 

BNFL-ABB  BWR BWR 90+ No  No Little international interest in this design 

BNFL-CE  PWR System 80+ Yes (USA) No Evolution of old CE technology. May be ordered for Korea 

Framatome-Siemens PWR Convoy  Yes (Germany) Yes Last order placed in 1982 

Framatome-Siemens PWR EPR  Yes (France) No Too expensive for the French market 

Framatome-Siemens BWR SWR  No  No Paper design 

GE   BWR ABWR  Yes (USA) Yes Two units in operation in Japan, two under construction in Taiwan 

AECL   Candu NG  No  No Paper design 

Russia   WWER WWER-1000 Yes  Yes Old design, measures needed to bring it up to Western standards controversial 

Russia   WWER WWER-640 No  No Apparently little development yet 


